WOOD 493
The following is a list of titles of WOOD 493 essays that have been completed over the last several years.

A business plan for a small-scale chip manufacturer
A comparison of particle size distributions among selected Canadian-made particleboards
An analysis of the attitudes of office workers towards the use of wood
An Assessment of the Value Added Wood Products market in BC
An Investigation into the Benefits of Optimized Bucking at a BC Interior Sawmill

Bleaching of blue stain in MPB affected lodgepole pine
Brazilian Business Conditions for Global Processed Wood Exporters
Business model/Hundegger machines
Business model/Hundegger machines

Comparison of Japan and one other country as potential market
Competitiveness of small BC furniture manufacturers (re).economies of scale and international competition

Computer Numerical Control Routers
Corporate Social Responsibility
Cost Reduction in Manufacturing of Wood Products
Design, production and marketing of an MDF closet armoire
Effect of globalization on the Growth and Changes of Home Construction in Japan and China
Environmental Impact: Wood vs. Steel

FLIE, a Skateboard manufacturing Company: Market research and business plan

Home Improvement Market in China
How can Canada capitalize on the consumption trend of forestry resources in China and India?

Implementing standard operational procedures in a window and door manufacturing facility
Influence of China on global markets
Joint venture - China-Canada

Lumber grade recovery
Marketing opportunities for a wood products company in Guatemala

Moisture content targets

Preliminary Investigation of the Interaction Between Strands and the Atomizer Boom During Tumbling in a Rotary Drum Blender
Pressing parameters for Various Composite Wood Panels
Project Management: Joint Venture with Chinese Company

Quad saw: considerations for increased capacity
Radio-frequency / chain of custody

Review of the Canadian Wood Industry and Selected Strategies which may Strengthen its Global Competitiveness
Starting a skimboard manufacturing company in Vancouver

Strength grading and its influence on yield and value

Structural Woods for South Korean Housing Market
Study on effectively upgrading a machine centre

Sustainable Canadian wood products manufacturing retailer business plan
The Affect Bunker Bin Filling has on the Cross-Mat Density Profile of Timberstrand

The BC Secondary Sector and its Global Competitiveness
The Coffee Table: Production Planning for Product Development

The Economic Impact of Forest Certification on Wood Products Manufacturers
The effect of cloning on OSB boards

The effect of the baby boomers on housing demand in North America
The effects of infected mountain pine beetle wood during the manufacturing of OSB

The Future of the Housing Market in Canada

Utilization of Douglas-Fir and Hemlock Material for the Value-Added Market
Wood Pellets - A local level operational and market analysis of a renewable energy commodity